
 
 
 
 

NEWS RELEASE 
 24 February 2017 

 
NICK O’NEILL TO EXHIBIT ORIGINAL ARTWORK AT THE DEEP 

 
Following the successful launch of The Deep’s Marine Art exhibition in January, we are delighted 

to introduce Nick O’Neill as the second artist to feature in this series.  

 

Nick is a British artist who specialises in contemporary marine and wildlife art, whose work will be on 

display in the third floor gallery throughout March and April. Comprising of 5 original pieces, which 

have been made specifically for The Deep and 9 prints, this exhibit is sure to wow. 

 

His stunning works have been highly acclaimed by collectors and the press, most recently winning 

the ‘Into the Blue’ category in the 2016 International Wildlife Artist of the Year.  

 

Nick tell us more about his inspiration: "I am excited and honored to be working with The Deep as 

part of their Marine Art exhibition. It’s such a fantastic place, offering people a chance to experience 

of the underwater world that might otherwise only be seen on television. Among the selection of 

prints on show I am also exhibiting five original paintings - four of which are on public display for the 

first time – that were painted especially for this exhibition, including two pieces inspired by The 

Deep’s amazing sawfish."  

 

Nick is well known for a unique style of painting which combines the technique of using pure colour 

on a dark background, as invented by the 16th century Venetian artist, Giorgione with the vibrant 

colours and truth to nature practiced by the 19th century Pre-Raphaelite artists, like William Holman 

Hunt. In recent years he has expanded his focus to incorporate metals and high gloss resin adding 

new textures finishes.  

 

More of Nick’s work can be seen at http://www.nickoneillart.co.uk/  

 

-Ends- 

 

For more information please contact: Becky Leach, Marketing Manager at The Deep on 01482 

381092 or email becky.leach@thedeep.co.uk.   

Press call 

The Deep will be hosting a small evening event to launch Nick’s collection, which will take place on 

Friday 3 March 2017. This is strictly invite only. You are invited to send a reporter/photographer to 

this event at 6:30pm. Please RSVP to becky.leach@thedeep.co.uk should you wish to attend. 

Alternatively, Nick will be available for interview during the day on Friday 3 March. 
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Notes to Editors 

The Deep’s Marine Art series will continue as follows throughout the year. 

 

The BIAZA Photographic Awards, May and June  

Each year the British and Irish Association of Zoos and Aquariums (BIAZA) holds an annual 

photography competition – The National Zoo Photography Awards. Dozens of entries are submitted 

with shots conveying life within a BIAZA collection, work behind the scenes and wildlife in the wild in 

connection with the zoo or aquariums conservation work. 

 

Nick Hunt, July and August  

Nick has a real passion for photography, both above water and below. After leaving a corporate 

career in 2008 he began travelling around the world for 2 years but now resides in South East Asia 

working as an underwater photographer. Having grown up in Hull he now lives in Koh Lanta, Krabi, 

Thailand working between seasons in Thailand (Nov – April) and Indonesia (May – Oct). Since making 

the decision to leave the UK, he has crossed many continents, visited a number of places and dived 

many oceans.  As well as exploring the underwater world he has enjoyed his time exploring new 

countries, cultures and meeting new people from many backgrounds. He has a real passion for 

sharing his knowledge and experience amongst his students and jointly with his photographic skills 

has provided an experience of a lifetime with memories to last. 

Ernst Haekel, September and October  

Haeckel was a German Biologist, Naturalist and Artist who discovered and named thousands of new 

species. In 1899 he began to publish a series of extraordinary images that changed the way we 

viewed the relationship between Art and Science. 

 

Alexander Reichardt, November and December  

Alexander Reichardt is an artist and designer whose unique creativity reflects his life-long 

relationship with the sea and especially of the Aegean. He has travelled widely throughout the 

Mediterranean world and has lived for many years on the Cycladic island of Naxos where, with his 

wife, the celebrated potter Katharina Bolesch, he has established the internationally acclaimed Fish 

& Olive gallery in the ancient village of Halki. 

 

 

 


